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Randall Manufacturing Appoints Greg Jones Product Manager of Randall Manufacturing’s
Transportation and Access Product Lines

ELMHURST, IL (July 22, 2015) Randall Manufacturing today announced the appointment of Greg Jones as Product
Manager, a newly created position for Randall Manufacturing’s transportation and access product lines. Randall
Manufacturing is headquartered in Elmhurst, Illinois. Randall Manufacturing is one of the largest manufacturers of
temperature control products for refrigerated trailers and single-temperature trucks. Its newest division, Randall Access,
manufacturers a wide variety of truck and trailer access products, including straight and folding safety walkramps,
platforms, and steps.
“Assuming this role at Randall at this time is exciting as we are expanding our Access product lines and are developing
closer relationships with all aspects of the market. This new position will also enable us to explore new markets and
opportunities for growth,” said Jones.
Jones has more than 30 years of experience in operations, maintenance, strategic planning, and marketing in the
transport refrigeration and trucking industries. He has held numerous sales leadership roles with both Carrier and Thermo
King; most recently as Sales Manager for a local Carrier dealer - Gateway Truck & Refrigeration.
“We are excited to have Greg join our sales team. His deep industry experience will allow him to make fast inroads with
our products, his sales territory, and growing our Access products market,” said Chuck Carey, Vice-President of Sales.
Jones earned his MBA from Penn State University and holds a bachelor’s degree from California University of
Pennsylvania.
###
About Randall Manufacturing & Randall Access
Randall Manufacturing is a leading manufacturer of temperature control products within refrigerated trailers, warehouse,
and facilities across the country. What started with its flagship insulated bulkhead line has grown into the most extensive
temperature control product portfolio for the logistics and warehouse industries.
Randall Access, Randall Manufacturing’s newest division, offers a full portfolio of trailer access products including Straight
and Folding Safety Walkramps, Middle and Front Door Platforms, and Retractable Steps for delivery vehicles. For more
information about Randall Access and Randall Manufacturing, visit www.randallaccess.com and www.randallmfg.com

